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Smart laser Petoneer Smart Dot
Cats  are  born hunters.  If  you want  to  keep your  pet  entertained while  helping them stay in  great  shape,  get  the Petoneer  Smart  Dot
interactive toy. The device emits a moving laser dot that your kitty can chase - great fun for a long time! Several modes of operation,
Micro USB charging, and app control make this smart laser incredibly convenient to use.
 
Perfect way to kill boredom
When the cat is left alone in the house, it is not uncommon for it to get bored and start messing around. Petoneer Smart Dot helps to
avoid this. The device was created to stimulate the cat's instincts and awaken the hidden hunter in the animal. It will provide your pet
with great entertainment when it  is left alone at home. You can set it  up to keep your pet entertained at all  times - your feline friend
won't even notice you're gone! With this interactive companion, cats are no longer bored.
 
Several modes of operation
You can choose from 3 trajectories and 3 modes for 3 different angles. This way, you can easily adjust the operation of the device to your
pet's needs and habits. Got 2 cats? No problem - choose the largest work area and let your pets cheerfully and freely chase the red dot
over an even larger area.
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Set a schedule for your pet
Pair the Smart Dot with an app for even more options. This allows you to set individual play schedules for your cats, for example. Set the
hours you want the device to run,  as well  as specific  modes of  operation.  Surprise your pets and let  them enjoy great entertainment,
even when you are away from home.
 
Play together
With the application you also gain the possibility to remotely control the laser point. Modern technology ensures stable, interference-free
operation. Simply move your smartphone in any direction and watch as your kitty chases the little red dot around the room. It's great fun
for both of you!
 
Designed for you and your cat
What else makes the Smart Dot Petoneer stand out? Stylish, original design! The device was designed to resemble the shape of a cat -
thanks to this it is immediately obvious that it is intended for your fluffy friend. Small and portable - you can freely move it and place it
anywhere  you  want.  Powered  by  a  USB  port  -  simply  plug  it  into  an  outlet  or  powerbank.  The  almost  invisible,  sensitive  button  fits
perfectly into the design of the device and ensures comfortable operation.
 
Works with TUYA
The  Petoneer  Smart  Dot  smart  laser  is  based  on  the  TUYA  platform.  This  means  that  it  is  compatible  with  other  products  that  use
TuyaSmart. To provide you with the best user experience, the Petoneer app has been developed based on the Tuya protocol. This makes
it extremely intuitive, easy to use and yet functional, providing you with a range of additional capabilities.
 
In the box
Smart laser Smart Dot
USB power cable
Brand
Petoneer
Model
PTY010
Dimensions
90 x 122 mm
Weight
173 g
Interface
Micro USB
App
Petoneer

Preço:

€ 35.50

Casa inteligente, Intelligent animal devices
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